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TWO-MIRROR ANTENNA IRRADIATOR
Abstract: The report discusses the current issue of developing a complex radio relaytroposphere hardware. The authors solve the problem of developing an antenna system that will
allow the use of complex hardware as a radio relay and tropospheric station. New antenna
system designed to solve problems previously solved separately by relay and tropospheric
hardware.
Keywords: combined tropospheric radio relay hardware, radiator linear polarization, a
parabolic antenna.

DWU-LUSTROWA ANTENA NAŚWIETLACZ
Streszczenie: W pracy rozważa się współczesny problem rozwoju urządzeń (hardware) do
kompleksowej radiowej analizy troposfery (czyli najniższej warstwy atmosfery). Autorzy
rozwiązują problem budowy system anteny, który polega na użyciu zaawansowanego sprzętu
z radiowym przekaźnikiem oraz stacja umieszczona w troposferze. Nowy system anteny został
tak zaprojektowany, aby rozwiązywać problemy łącznie – takie, które uprzednio były
rozwiązywane oddzielnie przez przekaźnik oraz stacje umieszczona w troposferze.

Słowa kluczowe: złożony obiekt umieszczany w troposferze z nadajnikiem radiowym, radiator
z liniową polaryzacją, antena paraboliczna
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1. Introduction
Currently, a combined radio relay tropospheric station is being developed for
the frequency of 4.5 GHz.
Four parabolic antennas must form a grid to operate as a tropospheric station.
In this case, the antenna will not rise to a great height. The calculation was carried out
for a transmitter power of 200 watts to provide a communication distance of 180 km
when transmitting the E1 stream. If the hardware is to operate as a radio relay station,
one or two parabolic antennas (repeater) must be raised to a height of 30 m. The
preliminary calculations showed that the use of modern signal processing methods
and modern transceivers (antennas, receivers, transmitters, filters, etc.) will allow:
- to reduce the power of the transmitters from 1.5 kW to 200 W, which in turn
will significantly reduce the power consumption of the power station (currently it is
30 kW);
- to provide the ability to receive / transmit information using standard digital
streams E1 = 2048 kbps over a distance of 200 km and to realize new speeds of
information exchange.

2. Basicstudies
It was designed as an open end waveguide with a two-mirror antenna screen
with a second elliptical mirror.
The parabolic antenna was designed for the 4.5 ... 4.7 GHz band. A paraboloid
with a diameter of 1.5 m was used as the main mirror. A linear polarization emitter
was specially designed and manufactured for him Fig.1.

Figure 1 Sketch of the irradiator
That is, the main mirror irradiator is essentially a two-mirror antenna with an
elliptical small mirror type Fig.2.

Two-mirror antenna irradiator
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Figure 2.Two-mirror antenna with an elliptical small mirror (ADE)
The technology of manufacturing submerged parabolic mirrors provided for
the presence of a flat platform in the center of the mirror, in accordance with the
dimensions of the emitter. This pad is not first needed for forming the antenna
radiation due to the shadow effect of the emitter, and secondly it is a technological
one. joint rotation. For this flat platform in the center it was attached to the matrix.
Such mirrors are called "katana". In this case, the paraboloid will not have a focal
point, but will have a focal ring, which is ideal for two-mirror antenna type ADE.
In the manufacture of the antenna was solved the problem of attaching the
radiator to the mirror with the possibility of its adjustment in the antenna.
The radiator housing is made of aluminum tube Ø 50 mm. To protect against
climatic effects, the case of the irradiator with a second mirror was inserted into the
foam radio-transparent tube with low dielectric constant (ε'≈1,1) and low losses.
The role of a small mirror is to repel the radiating beam of a radiator on it to a
large mirror. In this case, due to the geometric properties of the ellipse, a spherical
wave reflected by a small mirror if it comes out of one point - focus F, juxtaposed
with the focus of a large mirror. This wave is transformed by a large mirror in a plane.
The parabolic mirror emits as if it were in its focus an imaginary (virtual) irradiator
creating a spherical wave Fig.3.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the ADE antenna
This antenna has the following advantages over conventional two-mirror
antennas:
- due to the fact that the emitter is located in the immediate vicinity of a small
mirror, the energy transfusion at the edges of this mirror is reduced with a sufficiently
uniform amplitude distribution.
- no rays returning to the horn. Therefore, in the approximation of geometric
optics, there is no reaction of the mirror to the emitter.
Thus, an antenna for the range 4.5… 4.7 GHz with the following electrical
characteristics was designed and manufactured (Figures 4,5,6):

Two-mirror antenna irradiator

Figure 4. Standing Wave Coefficient Measurement

Figure 5. Measurement of the gain (CP)

Figure 6. Measurement of DN in horizontal f (θ) and vertical f (φ) planes
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CSR of parabolic antenna ≤1,15;
G = 34 dB;
θ 0˚ = 2.5˚ the width of the DN in the horizontal plane;
φ0˚ = 2.6˚ the width of the DN in the vertical plane.
The rays coming from the phase center of the emitter are close to the axis of the system
and are matched by the highest energy density that is radiated by the auxiliary mirror
to the periphery of the quasiparaboloid, and the rays reflected from the points near the
edges of the auxiliary mirror by which the energies correspond to the energy on the
surface of the paraboloid, close to its center. This creates favorable conditions for
obtaining close to uniform amplitude distribution of the field in the plane of the
antenna. The resulting coefficient of surface utilization (KVP) of such antennas is
significantly increased compared to conventional two-mirror antennas (KVP≈0.75),
ie there is no need for a radiation pattern (DN) f (φ), f (θ) in the irradiator and vertical
planes respectively.
The main requirements relating to the shape of the emitter DN in optimized
antennas, including the ADE antenna, are its axial symmetry and minimal energy
leakage outside the small mirror radiation sector (steep declines in the irradiator DN).

3. Conclusions
The developed parabolic mirror irradiator provides the necessary energy for
the troposphere line to transmit the E1 stream over a distance of 200 km. Parabolic
antennas can either function as elements of a lattice antenna for a tropospheric radio
line or as separate antennas for radio relay communication. Obtained in conjunction
with the developed irradiator parabolic antenna can be taken as a two-mirror antenna
type ADE.
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